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They can then pay added attention to the �nal steel �nishes 
instead of dealing with the added cost and inspections re-
quired for any of the AESS categories.

The architect, structural engineer and steel connection 
designer can work together to take advantage of the vari-
ous steel shapes, long spans and con�gurations to create 
a dynamic framing system that is functional, aesthetically 
pleasing and budget-friendly. Bottom line, if, after review-
ing the �ve AESS categories, you determine that none of 
them are feasible but you still want to incorporate exposed 
structural steel, good news: You can still incorporate ex-
posed structural steel. 

Step 4: Map your project out visually. 
When you’ve determined that AESS is the right choice for 

a project, grab your drawings and map out which categories 
you would like to use in the various areas. If only maintenance 
crews or an occasional bird will see the craftsmanship at high-
er distances, you may want to use a lower or custom AESS 
category. And for steel close to the touch or near eye level, go 
with a higher or custom AESS category. 

You can even use more than one category on singular tall 
or long elements. For example, for a three-story column, you 
can start out with SSS at the top, AESS 1 near the middle and 
AESS 4 at the bottom. Using multiple categories ensures that 
added craftsmanship is only applied where needed.

Once again, the AESS Category Matrix can come in 
handy when mapping things out. While reviewing the 
location, context and design style of the steel, teams can 
check off which category best �ts their needs. Or they can 
start to �ll in AESS C desires, which is mandatory for proj-
ects using that category. (The C category will be discussed 
in more detail during the corresponding NASCC: The 
Steel Conference presentation.)

Step 5: Map out your budget visually. 
Now that you have mapped out your project visually, 

it’s time to map it out from a budget perspective as well, 
and your project team can use a blank AESS Cost Matrix 
to conceptually map out what the projected AESS premi-
um will be.

The informal (not actual) cost premiums noted in the 
AESS Cost Matrix apply to the total fabricated and erected 
weight of AESS for that particular line item or category. 
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The geometric variation and arrangement of steel at the 
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Very Large 
Array provides an attractive look to a functional structure.

An example of exposed steel, at Palomar College in San Marcos, 
Calif., that did not require AESS. 

The Stanley Marketplace in Denver uses 
unfinished standard structural steel (SSS) for 
a rustic interior.
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As an example, let’s say handling X amount of SSS (we’ll call it 
one ton) is $100. Now let’s say the fabricator must remove all 
mill marks from the steel (an item that starts in AESS 3). For 
one ton of steel, this added step will have an added cost range of 
5% to 15%, and teams can anticipate adding $5 to $15 per ton 
to the budget. If one ton of steel has few visible mill marks that 
need removal, then the theoretical budgeted line item would be 
$105—but if there are numerous mill marks, then the concep-
tual budgeted line item would be closer to or exceed the higher 
end of the range, $115.

Once the budget is mapped out, then the project team can go 
back to the visual map and make necessary changes in the cat-
egories. Understand that for structural steel projects, the labor 
component—and not the material component—is where you 
want to look for project savings. Therefore, when �ne-tuning 
visual and budget desires, think less about changing the steel 
shapes and more about using SSS or a lower AESS category, or 
creating a budget- and scope-friendly ]TJ
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A matrix is provided in Section 10 of the AISC Code, outlining which 
fabrication processes are present within each category. And for 
exposed steel goals that don’t fit into categories AESS 1 through 4,  
a Custom category (C) and blank matrix space are available for teams 
to discuss and create their own unique guidelines.

Step 10: Chat with the steel industry. 
As you can see, there are multiple op-


